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Abstract. Modifying Strassen’s theorem on the substitution-method [2], we obtain sharp bounds 
for the multiplicative complexity of evaluating r-tuples of the following rational functions: 
products, continued fractions, compositions and quotients of polynomials in one variable with 
general coefficients. 
1, Introduction . 
Let K be an infinite field and ai, ~~(1 G i g n, 1 s j G s) be indeterminates over K. 
We use u, x respectively as names for (al, . . . , a,), (x1, . . . , xs) respectively. We 
assume that it takes one time-unit to perform a non-scalar multiplication or division 
in K(u, x), and that no time is needed for a K-linear combination or for fetching a 
constant from K(x)u{al, . . T a,} (c.f. Strassen [2]). Thus we count the ‘“active 
*-operations with respect o Ke’x) and K (a, x)” in the sense of Borodin-Munroe [ 11. 
The corresponding complexity-measure is denoted by L. Hence, in contrast ts 
Strassen [2], L(F) = 0 for all finite F c K(x). 
The theorem we prove is inspired by a similar theorem on substitution, formulated 
by Strassen in a course in 1976 (cf. Strassen [2]). It differs from the latter mainly in its 
technical conditions (ii) and (iii). In order to prove (ii), it is necessary to assume all 
f E K(x) to be freely available. For our applications however (Corollaries l-4) one 
easily verifies that all sharp bounds remain sharp even if nonscalar multiplications 
and divisions within K(r) are counted. 
2. . A theorem 0 
Theorem 1, Let fi, . . . , fr E K(al, . . . , a,, x1, . . . , x,) and m s n. Given a finite set of 
nonsero polynomials p E K(x)[al, . . . , a,,] and a finite number of pairs (G, H) of 
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linear subspaces G, H 6 K(x) with G A H = {0}, then there exist 
an n X n-matrix r = (7i.j) over K, 
iSn 
jSn 
an n-vector over K(x) 
and a set J of m indices out of (1, . . . , n} such that 
(i) for all given polynomials p, p(f),, . . . , Vn) # 0, 
(ii) for all given pairs (G, H) and for all given p, if p E G + Cy_ 1 Gai, then 
p(v1 9.. l 9 v,MH. 
(iii) for any pi, pa from the given set of polynomiak that are linear in the aj with 
pJp&K(x) it holds 
VjCp*(yl,j, . . . 9 yn,j) ’ PZ(Vlr l . l 9 Vn) = PZ(YlJ9 . l l 8 %.i) ’ Pltv19 l l l 9 Vn) 
and such that for all j E J the jth column (yi,j)isn of r is; zero, rank r= n -m, all 
& := f,(ra + v, x) are defined and 
If Y,=..,fi}# 2 K*aj+K(x) 
j=l 
implies 
Proof. For a given set of p’s and (G, H)‘s the proof is by induction on m. For m = 0 let 
r be the identity-matrix and J = a. Since K is infinite one easily finds v E K n such that 
(i), (ii), (iii) (using pl/p& K(x)) hold. Clearly we have L(&, . . . , E) A L( fi, l . . , fr). 
Induction step. By induction hypot esis for m there are r, J and v, as stated in the 
theorem, such that 
(1) 1719 l l l 9 f;)cCjKaj+K(x) Or 
(2) L~~,...,~}~L(fi,...,~~)-m, 
From these we build up r: J’, vO’ meeting the assertions ofthe theorem for m f l7 In 
case (1) we obtain r’ by re lacing a non-zero column of r by zero. The construction 
of v’ is similar to the corres onding construction i case (2), thus we confine ourselves 
to case (2) with 1 s L(fl, . . . , E). Let p be an optimal computation ofcfi, . . . , E} 
w.1.o.g. taking place in K(ai)idJ (x). Now the first step of p to be counted is of the 
form f = e l d, f = e/d ~itk d, e E CjdJ K .ai+K(x) and ddK(x), or f =d/e in the 
remaining case with e E 
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Let Ai0 f 0 in d = Cyxl hjaj + h with h E K (at) and Ai = 0 for j E J. NOW apply 
to each step of @. Then for almost all w E K each step is still defined. Furthermore for 
almost all w E K this application induces on fl, . . . , fr the substitution (LI+ I% + v’ 
given by 
and 
V 
Now p computes the f,(IQ + v’, x) by less than L(~I,. . . , fi) operations to be 
counted, since the first step we count is changed into e . o9 e/w, u/e E & Kai + K(x) 
respectively. Clearly all columns of r’ with index j E J’ := J u { jo} are zero and rank 
r’=n--m-l. 
We conclude our proof by showing, that v’ fulfils (i),, (ii) and (iii) for almost all 
WEK: 
(0 PC . . 9 Vi - ((h - w)/Aio)yi,jo, l l 9) = 0 is not true for o = h by induction hypo- 
thesis, so it has only a finite number of roots w E K. 
(ii) Let ol,wz~ K, gi E G. Then 
This means that 01= ~2, since XT=, yi,jogi = 0 would imply go+xyS1 giVi E H, 
contradicting the induction hypothesis. 
(iii) It suffices to show that for every j there is at most one w E K such that 
3vE{l, 2) 
(1) PY(- l l 9 Yij - (AJAjJYi,jo, l l 0) # 0 and 
-p2 ( Ai . . . 9 'y&j -A/ yi,jo, l l l l pl(* l l 9 249 l l *I = 0 1 
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-P2 ( Ai . . . . ‘y&i -- A YiJo9 l l l > ’ Pl(* 9 l 9 YiJo9 l l 9 ,3 (by 1 inearity of the pu). i0 
Assume that this holds for more than one o E K. Then both sides of (2) must be 
identically zero. The determinant 
Pl(t()P2(Yl,jo, 9 9 l 9 Y~.i0)-PZ(V)Pl(Yl,io~ l l l 9 Ybi0) 
of this system of linear ecprations must be zero because of its nontrivial solution (1). 
Hence 
pl(ylsjo, . . . 3 YnJ,) = PZ(Yl.ior l ’ 9 9 %i0) = O 
by induction hypothesis. 
Therefore (1) implies p,( yl,i, l . l ,yn,i) # 0, and (2) implies 
prh.i, ’ * l 9 YnJ) l p2(u)-P2(Ylsj9 l l l 9 Yn,i)Pl(O) = O* 
This contradicts he induction hypothesis. 
3. Applications 
In the following problems the upper bounds ~7 : eas+; given by applying Horner’s 
rule, using only n and the ai’s as constants. 
In order to simplify our notation we rename the j E :l, . . . , n}\J of Theorem 1 by 
0 ,...,n-m-l.Thusforentriesyi,+fr, yi,i#OimpliesjE{O,...,n-a?-l}.If 
n -m = 1 we omit the column-index j = 0 in the matrix K Furthermore we f?ften use 
a multi-index as row-index. 
Corollary 1 (Evaluation of several products of general polynomials). 
P %.Lr L(ii(Z acw.iX i 
w=O i=O )I p=l,...,* = i 1 ( 
“0 
mP + c n,,, ’ 
p=l P”O 1 
Proof. We apply Theorem 1 with m =& (m, +z?=, n&-l, we write f = 
CY p,p,i,i), where (p, p, i) is the row-index, j the column-index, and we take 
17pnpCia p,kiX i as the only given polynomial p E K (x)[a). It suffices to show that for 
some p 
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First let us assume, that for some pair (Q, j) there exist il, i2, pl f JUT such that 
Y _p.~l.il.i #OS Y p,Cr2,i2rj # 0. Then the monomial of highest degree pure in ai occurring in 
fP can be written as 
for some sets 1, I’ with # I > 2. Now (i) yields 
n 
P.lr 
c VP,& i it 0 for all fi. 
i==O 
Hence in this case ~p8~~=o K 9 ai + K(x). 
In the other case for all pairs @, j) there is at most one p such that yp+,i,i # 0 hi 
some i. 
If for (JP, j) and b, j’) there exist i, i’, JL # JL’ such that yp,ki,j # 0, yp,M’,i’,i # 0, ai+ 
occurs with a non-vanishing coefficient in fp. 
Thus we are left with the case, that for all p there exists JUT such that yp,F,i,i = 0 for 
all fi # pp. Let us indirectly assume that for all p 
rp~ i K l aj+K(x). 
j-0 
This implies for all p 
BY (9 we may assume II,,, (ci vP.p,r -xi) # 0, hence for all p the rank of the 
sub-matrix rp obtained from r by fixing p is at most 1. Thus the rank of r is at most r, 
contradicting rank r = I + 1. 
Corollary 2 (Evaluation of several continued fractions of general polynomials). Let 
“P.0 
C cZp,o,id 
%.k 
f p.0 := fp,k := C aps& + f& (k 3 1). 
i=O i=O 
Then 
ufp&IP=L...,r~= i (L +& np,x). 
p=l = 
Proof (cf. Strassen [2]). It suffices to show 
because fi5 can be computed from fp,IP in one step. 
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Let 
’ m := z( p=l zp+ * &,J+r-1 k=O 
and let (yp.& be the non-vanishing column 
some k, i. Let Ip,-l := 1 andfor ka0let 
%.k 
- Ip,k := C dZp,k,iXi, . . . , $’ Up,o,iXi 
i=O i=O 3 
of K Choose p such that yp,k,i # 0 for 
be the sum of the product (xi ap,k,ixi) l l l (xi a p,o,ix ‘) and of all tubproducts obtained 
by deleting disjoint pairs of adjacent factors. (Remark: The empty product 1 is one of 
the subproducts in I p,2k _ 1 .) 
Then we have by Euler’s rule f,-,: = Pp,k_l/lp,k and f$, = ~fi~P-J&,P, where 
[P.k := c (Y I p,k,iao+ Vp,k,i)Xi9 l l l 9 C (Yp.o.iao+ Vp,O,ihi . i i 1 
Assume &iP = cuao+ WI,, for some at EK(x), w10 E K(x), hence rp,lP-l = 
b0 + WI@ )Ip.,P l 
Let Up.k := {K 1 K S k, 3iyp,,,i # O}. Comparing degrees in a0 we conclude that the 
coefficient of aF~+l on the right-hand side must be zero, i.e. d 
n 
I%* 
a n h YP.u,iX i j l p=o,. 
uEUlp \i=O / 
where p is a polynomial in x and the vp,k,i. 
By (i) we may assume p # 0, hence cu = 0. 
(i), taking the polynomial in x and the z)p,k,i, 
Thus w,, # 0. Again comparing degrees, 
# U,l,, i.e. YpJ,,i = 0 for all i. 
Therefore 
r 
Furthermore rfilP_l = 0 is excluded by 
which arises by setting a0 = 0 in &,,-I. 
ip,l,--l = w,Jp,,p implies # &b-i = 
1 
ip,f~-l =wlp l 1 C Vp&iXi9 C (Yp&-l.iao+ U,,Io-l.i)Xi9 l 9 9 i i J 
= W& l 
( 
C Vp,b,iXi . fp,,P-l + ip,,o--2 . 
i 1 
It follows, that ip,I,--2 = w,+ . fpp.,o--l, where 
3 
w,- 1 := - 1 - WL ’ ‘z Vp,/oriX . 
WI, i 
After lp steps we obtain 
# UP,0 = # ~,f, 
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and 
“&ho 
contradicting U,O # 0. 
Corolky 3 (Evaluation of several compositions ofdistinct general polynom’ials). 
L 
2r 
= C n, (Vp n, 2 1). 
&b=l 
Proof, We show 
over the field of scalars ii” := K(a2,0, . . . , a2,,o) instead of K. Let rn := CF__, n, - 1. 
We claim that 
n2&v-r i 
f P := C (Y2p-i,iao+ VPp-1.i) (~2p,k~O+~2p.k~~k 
i=l > 
E K’ l ao+ K’(x) 
not for all p. We can choose p such that yzp-1.i # 8 or Y&,k # 0 for some i, k: 
(1) If Y2p.k = 0 for all k, it suffices to show 
n2P-l 
t 
*2t3 
x m-l.1 a2@,0+ x iac’. 
i-l k-l 
This is equivalent to C izI t)&kx kg K’, which we obtain by setting G := x l K’[x] and 
H := K’ in (ii). 
(2) If y&k # !! for some k let first Y2p-l,n2,_1 # 0. Then 
n2P n2p-l 
Y2p-lm9-1 C Y 
. ai2o-l+l 
k 1 
P 
occurs in &. Otherwise the coefficient of ag2p-l in f70 is 
*2t3 n20 *2p-1 
Y2p-l.n2,-1-l l CY 
k 
G&X + V2p-l.n2,-l ’ c Y2p.k l x 
k=l k=l 
and it suffices to show V2p-l,n2p__l 9 ci?l y&,k . x k& K’. This is achieved by putting in 
(ii) G’ := K’[x], 
H’ := hl I I G 1 hl, h2 E K’[x], deg hl< deg kzJ 
60 
and choosing the polynomial 
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CG ’ l C&,i. 
hi 
Remark. Similarly one proves 
Corollary 4 (Evaluation of several quotients of general polynomials). 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1 for m := ~~=, n, + I - 1 and assume that for all p 
n2p-1 r 
f P 
:= 
c 6 
yzp-l,i,jaj + V2&4.1 
i=() j=O 
)Xi/rg (i. YZpAjcxi + v2d)xi 
I 
= C Q,jaj + W, for some ap,j E K, Mr. E K(X). 
j=O 
This means 
I 
= k 
aj Yip--I,i,fli 
) 
+C V2p-~,iXi = 
j O i i 
\ 
+ i aj( %,j C VZp,ix' + Wp C Y2p.ifli) + Wp F V2p.ixi* 
j-0 i i 
Now we compare coefficients of these polynomials in the ai’s. If for some p, a&j = 0 
for all j, we have Vj 
Cr Zp-l.i,jx’ = Wp l C Y2p.i.jxi 
i i 
and 
C V&-l,iK’ = Wp ’ C V2p.ix’. 
i i 
With 
n2P-l % 
Pl= c Qzp-1.d 
i=O 
P2Go a2pd 
we conclude from PI(U) # 0 #p&9 ((i)): 
Vj C V2p-l,i Xi l C Y2g,i,jx’ =C Y2p-l.i,j~iX V2p.ixi* 
i i i i 
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Hence by (iii): 
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Vj C YZp,i,fli =C YZp--l.i,$i =O* 
i i 
ThUS y&&j = Ofor2p-I~yd2p,06i~n,,O~j~r. 
On the other hand, if there is some jo with arPj,-, # 0 we obtain by comparison of 
coefficients 
which implies that all columns of 
are linearly dependent on the column jO. This contradicts rank pm) = r + 1. 
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